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REPORT No. 22.
, PART L
COTTON AIRPLANE FABRICS.
ByE. D. WALBN.
.
PEELIMIXABY BEPOET.
The -work on cotton fabrics s 8 pfied to airphme wing coverings
E~ b no means been cempleted, ut certain prel.imiuq investigw
xtions aweshown usefil results, and in the belief that the eonolusions
already drawn VZUbe of value, the follow@ pr&ninmy report is
presented. Time hss not been available to put this matarial into
consecutive aud striotiy logiml form It should be considered ss a
series of notss containing the salient features of the invdgwiion
developed up to this time.
The a pfication of cotton fabrios to airplane wings h= long been
idesired, ut the many unsumemful attempts ta substitute this fabrio
for the Mghlysatisfaotorylineu have givaurise to a gened belief that
cotton is out of the uestion.
1The ob”@ionable eat-ureaof the attempted cotton fabrics as com-
pared to Len were :
1. Low Axing resistance.
Z. Poor penetration of the dope.
3. Little shrinkage upon the application of dope.
4. Poor restitution ~roperties.
5. Cracking or peehng of the dope during the application of stress
to iihefabric.
The Bureau of Standards undertook the investigation of a“ hue
Lfabrics with the tiew of tiding suitable substitutes for the
fabrics, and it w= decided that the * to be considered were
cottq rsmie silk, and hemp. Of t&sej the cotton ~er wss the
1 “cal one to b given rimary consideration.
% e long fibers, sU# as linen, ramie, and hemp, oan be grown in
this countr , but there are no faoiliti for their spinning. The
Jfah.re to evelop the manufacture of thEM products has probably
been due to the n60essarily high labor cost for cmrefulowing of the
iib~ More nmnufaotyre. .
?:?;%bs2FJ”’~~~:=:m=~~~:~~~~~~~$and amordmgly sdk hw been green wms&ra-
tion an will be reported on at a later date.
.
I* wss deoided to study fit tie physical properties of the satis-
factory Jinen fabrios and the general requirements-of fabrics for air-
kme wing commings, for the purpose of &
% Y
cotton fabrics
aving the desirable propertied of a linen fabric au ootiorming to
the requirements of wing coverings.
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FAOTORS AFFECTINGTHE DESIGN W’ AIZU?LANEFABRICS.
The following is a general con.skkmtion of the requirements for a
fabrio airplane wing covering, together with the factors influencing
their attmmnent:
1. Weight, not more than 4 to 4;5 ounoes per square yard.
(a) Kind of fiber.
(b) Structure of fabric.
2. Tensile Sti
T
70 tO60 ~OUIdSperinchof width.
(a) Kin 0/fiber.
(3) .Structure of am-method of manufaotum.
r(c) Structure of abric—
Threads per inoh.
Method of interlacing.
(d) Trea&mecoJmaterial—
Finishing”p’rooees.
3. Smooth surfaoe.
(a) Character of fibw.
(b) C&mmter of am.
T(c) Structure of abric.
(d) !@atrnent of fabrio.
4. High.tearmg resistance.
(a) Strength of individual yarns.
(b) Number of yarns being strassed—
Tensibilit of yU’lKL
fMethod o interlacing.
6. Rigidit (corn actness).
(a; Nun$er and size of yarns.
(b) Method of interlacing.
6. Absorption of dope,
(a) Kind of do e.
$(b) Nature of her,
(c) Twist and size of yarns.
(d) Treatment of yarns or fabric.
7. Shrink ~e upon the application of the dope.
(ahependent upon 6.
(b) Numbar of yarns.
(c) Tensibtity properties of fabric.
8. Permanency of shrink e.
?(a) Permanency o the dope.
(b) Sensibility properties of the fabric.
9. Advantageous Proportion of the sensibility curves of the
wa and -.
(~ Analysis of tansible properties of the dope.
(b) Analysis of stressesin wing ooverings during flights.
LABORATORY E2WERIMENTS.
—
The sensibility roperties of the fabrics were determined in the fol-
lowing manner: J’peoimens 20 om. long by 3 cm. wide were raveled to
2.6 cm.wide, ex osed to an atmoephereof 65percent relative humidity
%at 70° l?. and t en stret.shed at a uniform rate of 13 cm. per minuta
and the load transmitted by the fabric measured by means of a test-
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%
ingretie of the inclination bskmoe type. The @e “ mmhine
was arranged to plot autagraphically the stretoh agunst e load.
The graphs ap ended are reprochmtions of the autographic records.
t%eIn every case curve showing the greater stretch is the warp
diredio~ and the curve showing the le&er, the -. No attempt
has been made b as+gn
3
eoific reescmsfor the shapes of the curves,
but rather ta draw usef conolueions based on marked diflerenoea
in shape.
The graph PL 30 is t
a
icd of the high-grade linen whioh is con-
sidered satdactory. loops brancbing out from the right of the
curves show the behavior of the fabric when relieved of the stress
at the same rate as for loading and subs uently loaded again. It
5is observed that the flatter the curve and t e sma?ler the stretoh at
the lLWloads the more neady will the fabric return to its origimd
I
T t was further observed that the condition of the “ htness of Iinen
?fabriw after do ~ was d~pendent upon ~h~yhape o the fusibility
?’curve as the abrm hamng flatter tenmbfity curv~l and mnalIer
stietk at the low loads, shrank to a greati degree of @htness than
the others.
The fabriw having the above oondition of tensibilitg pro ertks
3naturallyhad better restitution ropertk after doping aud co d not
be .
r
anent.ly dented as ee.9#y as the others.
am FL 36 is represautative of the Iinen f abri~ now coming
%
fro; and. Drawn on the same sheet are the sensibility curvw
of the ga ria after dop- .
3It @be pot+ that e falling mrve of the doped fabrio is very
nearly a strmght hne end that the warp curve shows a marked giving
way of the dope at a
$$3
roximatd 6 kg. load. This is indicative of a
Y
permanent set aud o in & “ instanoe the dope did nok orack
or peeI off, a less dastic ope w-odd have done so, md thus expose
the fabric.
The stretoh of the w
2
should be the same as that of the q,
when &e fabfi~ is a~pli on the bi~, in order that the fabric ma be
the most e5ent m r&sting uniformly .@tributed pressure. J&e
@pe of fabric shown in PL 36 is objeotionable from this point of
mew.
The above
2
es of fabric were taken as a basis for the physical
pro ertiee whi
&
should be embodied in a ootton fabric.
e exact iniluence of the variablw of the oomtruction of cotton
yarns and fabrics on the attainment of the deeirable features of an
airplane wiug fabric, as outlined above, were not ddnitely known.
Acmrdingly, several mills were asked to make sam 1ss according ta
Med Constructions wbioh were &igned to &c t%elimits between
r
s
w ‘ch suitable properti~ might be expeoted b be found.
The resistance to
Y
is a function gf the streugth of the indi-
vidualyarns andthenum erofyerneb
T
stmsssd. Accordingly,
the experimautal fabrica were oonstruoted o
k
y yams varying from
2/40’s to 4/100’s and haviug from 50 to 90 cads per inoh. The
raw ootton in all cesea had a sta le of about 1+ inches.
The following graphs show d e tensibili~ reIations of the more
satisfactory cotton fabrics.
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Fabric CP 25 when stretched on a frame in the same manner as linen
does not possess the necessary shrinkage, and has oor restitution
!
%roperties. The dope will break when stress is app “cd to a doped
abric of this nature. These undesirable features can be overcome by
stretching the fabric more tightly on a frame. This has many objec-
tions considering the practicabihty of such a procedure. The curves
show large stretch at the low loads.
Fabric CT 7 has practically a balanced stretch condition, and if
f
ut on a frame pro erly will show ood resuks. The thread count is
? %OW.and the yarns airly caarse, an the sample was qbscrved to have
a
%
her tearing resistance than my of the linens m the undoped
con tion. Objection has been raked .to its open structure, but it
ww noted that one of the Italian pkums vvaacovered with a ramie
fabric of a more open structure.
Fabric CP 51 has manymof the characteristics of CT 7, but has a
better shrinkage upon doping due to the lower stretch in the filling
direction. we surface is somwhat smoother and the fabric is more
to the smaller yarn size and higher thread count.
‘%’ct’;~e gra h P 66 shows the stretch load relation of this fabric after
doping. t will be noted that there is a wel.1-definedyield point at the
low lea+ which means oor restitution ro erties and cons uently
;2$ZZY;1OW loads.
& H YThis con “tion is due to t e arger stretch of t e raw
The graph PC 72 shows the load stretch relation of the fabric CP
50 when doped. The yield point at the low loads is not so rominent
c?as was the case iu the fabric CP 51. The tightness after oping was
much better than in the case off abric.@ 61.
Fabrica CP 22 and Cl? 26 are practically the same as re ards
teneibility pro erties, but are quite different in structure.
i
4 hem
fabrics are ma e of ~arns mercerized under tension. Both of them
fabrics shrank to a t@tness wluch was much better than the linens.
Graph PC 37 shows the properties of .a fabric made of 4/100’s. It
will be noted that the curves are ext~emely r lar and are very
Ysimilar to CP 50 and CP 51. This fabric when opd produced tlm
same ‘degree of tautness as the fabr~oTO .50 but possesse+ behter
restitution ropertme Graph PC 75 B ~alnc l!C 37 after doping.
BFabrio C 22 was put on a wm section of a JN4 lane at Langlcy
2 !Field. The Italian mission, -ivhi was on the field a the time, stated
that it was exceptionally good and much better than tho cotton
which was being used d~g the recent advance of the Italian Army.
3?a.brioCP 26 was d
T
ed after a study of the many cotton
fabriw which had been ma e in accordance with our instructions and
after CP 22 was ~riedout. The curves were flattened by mercerizing
the yarn and tlus SISOtook out the CRLUpSof the yarns and fibers
makmg ve
E
little stretch at the low loads.
Gra h P 74 shows the.sensibility propertk of CP 26 before and
fafter o ing. The close snn.darity of these curves as compared with
?those o the linen PL 36 is to be noted. It will be further notod
that the filling and w
a
curves are clos~r together than are tha linen
curvee. This means at the fabrio wdl mthstand more ressure
d?than the linen if each is put on the bias. The nitrata an acetate
do es produced ractically the same satisfacto~ t“ htneas.
8 % %raph PC 70 s owe the load stretch relation of t e warp of CP 22
w+en doped-with a nitrate dope. This curve shows a distinct yield
point, at whmh the dope cracked.
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Graphs PL 38 and PC 74 show the simihrity of the restitution
pro erties of cotton CP 26 and linen PL 36.
&aph~61shomtiecon&tionof fabtio~ 17 after twomodhs
continuous exposure to the weather. It was observed that if the
dope held up there was very little decrease in the strength of the
COttOllfabrics.
Graph PX 45 is that of a ramie fabrio.
Graph PX 46 shows PX 45 alter doping.
FIELD IIXPEBIMENT’S.
Samples of cotton fabric of several dssses of tensibfi~ cur-ma
were tried on engine sections of airpkm= at Langley l?iald and at
Pemacola. The following is a summary of the comments of the
‘R:.%
ofhcers of these two experimental stations:
.—The fabrics were put on engine sections aa
ned in accordance with the present ractice m vise possible, sad
i %dope with six coats of Dupont No. 20 ope on the bothm side and
four coats of Du ont and two coats of varnish on the to side.
$ rFabric CP 50 0 es w~ but is easily and permanent dented.
i t_- Fabric CP 22 ta es dope beautifully and is considered etter than
linen.
Fabric 3?25 do= not absorb the dope and does not shrink welL
All of these fabrics are giving good service.
TmmAcoW-Fabrics wwe stretched on engine sections as tightly
as ossible and do ed with EmaIIite dope.
$ $abrics P 7, C 50, and CP 17 wme tied. The first ap Iication
Lof dope appeared to cause the fabric to slacken but s uent
coate in every case tauten tle fabric, and after dve coats it w in
as good condition as linen after the same treatment. These samples
have been put in actual service, and, aIthough the tests are not con-
cluded, the indications are that the are equilly satisfactory with
the linens now beii used. C?Fabric P 17 is the best of the three.
—
—
—
smatABY.
1. Cotton fabrics can be made which will be SuitabIe for airplsme
wings.
2. Cotton fabric CP 26 possesses the same characteristics as a high-
grade linen and is the best of the present cotton fabrics. Its remst-
ance to tear is slightly less than that of high-grade linen.
.-
3. Cotton fabrics areas a rule more even in texture than linen.
4. Fabrim made of yarns mercerized under tension and with proper
tit and thread count possess the same characteristics as linen.
5. Fabrics made of unmercerized yarns can be used with a fair
degree of satisfaction.
6. The restitution ~~~~fo~ fa~ depend upon its sensibility
curve, the ply, and $
{7. The ten+b~ty curve is a valua le b&ia for specification.
8. The tenwbfit properties aud tearing resistance of cottons can
&
—
be varied to meet e uirements in any given case, so that a much
Ymore satisfactory fabric or any type of airplane mm be designed.
59. The tenaib~.ty curve is a valuable index in determining the
suitability of a particular f abric for wing comringe.
~ASHJNW!ON, October 19,1917.
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STEETCH(antimetae),
.
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c. P. 7.
-.
6TBETOH(cantiruetere).
ImQrata#. ~iyc. P.7.
HL&tdn#a-?aIaand.
Wq. Jmllng.
Yarn No:::::::::::::::::
?sXs%?%:- Ii! 4
‘$%%J&ynamd~.
n diraendq !20b l.l! centhetemi
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I
CLP. 61.
.—
STREZGH(ccdimebm),
Laboratory No. C. P.61.
DateA@, 1917.
Kind’ tie &a Iskmd.
Con&n, 65pm IR@ rdatim hmdd[ty, W F.
................... ‘3 TYarnNo.................. 2/EJI WI
Mw’a%k-&%&.w! !Ei
s-~-m,mb--tiek
I @t per ware yard, 4.2omm.
w4fm3,pkdn.
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P.0a66.
.
.
.
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.
c.P.60.
Z%borat.oryNo. C. P. 50.
STRETCH (Mtlmetm).
De Awu.cA,1617.
Kf%’ h Sea Ielend.
dtl~ 66w @ret;relativehumldlty, 70”F.
bEE’POE3!NATIONAL ADVISORYOOMMECTEE FOE AERONAUTICS. 446
P.c.72.
s!cEmcH (Odimetmj.
IAmtaty Na, F. O.7Z
Fi$%%%m%&%%%%%&mtMm
Do;%p@ ocmdiHoIKWI@ tight.
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CkP. n
. STRETCH (mntimet.m).
Iabomtory No., C. P. 22.
Date, A~at, 1917.
Kind, fine SW Island, memerfud in yarn.
warp. Fnllng.
Threads.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Yarn No . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .& 8~
l%ist per inoh
Twist pWnoh::&%i&” ~ -.-.... . . . . .
Dimouslom, Xl by 2.6mmthneters.
Wetght~r squ8myard,8.80 mmoa9.
wean,pk+
.BEPORT NATIONAL ADvISOBY00 I?OBAEKONAUZC.TO%~~
?. c.. 17.
—
.-
STRETOE (cenheteq,
%.&%.&a&&gJ2-3-;Y’
,
Wsrp.ming.
Yarn No:;.:.:.-::::::::: &
i%i::&%f&: ; ,..:.
.....-
......
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~E FOR A.ERONAUTI(M
P. c. 7s.
.
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C. P.28.
STEECl!H (cmttlmeters).
Imbm.toryNa, 0. P. 26.
Date Eeptemk, 1917.
*
%ik%?%.i!%.h -
%Z%%.%%%!”2(?H%RW-.
weal-e,p1911.L
.
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P. L. as.
.. ..
STRETOH (csnttmmem~
Idmrata No., P L. 88. Filling, P. C. 74IUIIW.
%Dato *P mbx, 19S7.
lUn& Cottan P. C. 7A Unen, P. L. 86. .—
CmdItfon, uAO@.
Wsrp.mlull&
meads........ . . . . . . . . . . . .??amNo....... . .. ... . . ....
Tw-Ist.......... ...... ......
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No. 70.
.-
-
STRETCH (osnhmatazs).
MM&o No., 70,
D0i9 &3pLbar, sm.
&~~&atiI DuPont I@. 2).
Tblead% . . . . . . .
warp. FIllbl&
. . . . . . . . . . . .
Yaru No. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . ..- . . . . . . . . . . . .
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P.L $4.
STRETOEI (mntimztam),
k%+%&’g&%w”
(h tiowPony Austbx 4ma% no dope.
w-top. Fflllng.
Tbmads . . . . . . . . . . . .
YarRN& :--------- . . . . . . . . . . . .
l%lst, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Nom<han brea@ no PWlinEofdqn
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C P. 4L
S’I!BETCS (cenUIIWtWS).
J&$xatory No c. F. 6L
De& A5#s&iJ7&
&dimei%k#0by2.& ~t=.
6c#a &lestKIw21Mmtti~.
—
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P.x.4s.
s’rRM’clE(CeJlttmetum).
I.dmatOry No.P. x. 46.
‘&,AAs5’ ’17”
warp. Plmng.
ThW.4iS........
Yarn No., . . . . . . Mm W%,metrio.
%#%j=i&l%%gigs!’-=
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c.P. 17.
STEETCH (centheters)
UOmrstmy No.C. P.17.
j%&ji$~g&&dm3Yarn
~ rehtlvo1311mfdm,70perCeRt.
warp. Fmblg.
.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ym No~. .-..::.% .! .~
=&%&icmb
DimesMio?M,mby 2.6Qentimetems
We~ 43 oumea.Ww pkdn
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P. c. 74.
STRETCH (centlmeku).
NorE.-CIesn brwk-no P4W.
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P. x. 46.
6T13ETCH (eenthnetem).#
45? BEPOR!C NATION& ADVISORY CO?dMI_ FOR AEEONAWCTC&
P. L. S@.
STRETCH (csntimeti),
ldmatory No. P. L. W.
Da Angwt, Ifu7.
K&l I&m.
Ocoldtio% . . . . . . .
Wa-p. Flung.
!mraada. . . . . . . . Ga WYamNo
TwM . ... . .. “....” “”---
.. - .....BIxA%&&&km,al by 2.sc+aj~
Wefgltt, 4.0~ pcfsquam @.Weava,plabl.
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PART 2s
BALLOON FABBICS.
BY BUREAU OF sTA??D~5 BtiON F~EXO O~B.
INTRODUCTION.
The Iife of a balloon fabric in mrviee is important from the stand-
point of efhiency, safety, and economy. It is therefore Mghly d-
sirable to be able to determine tickty, in advance of balloon oon-
1stcuction the probable useful li e of a fabric. As a contribution
toward &e solution of this probhn the Bureau of Standards has
undertaken to cordate with the actual usefulness of the fabric in
service the results of various laboratory wts tufterexposure to con-
ditions intended to accelerate the ageing of the materiaI. The fol-
10
Y
reports ‘ve in a prelimiimy way the progrcw made in 8
%t ic series of - e teds.
% or th~e tests five mm k of dirigible fabfio and three sam Ies
of balloneti fabrk were Uae$ t%The physical characteristics of ese
%
Inatmials, such as w “ t ~d construction of the plies, are given in
the following tab~e. e weights of fabric and rubber are those
given by the msnufactarem.
T-m l.—Dam.p&n@ balkmnfahim.
.1 Gmtr@im Weight inWIIW9Persqllam yard).N&r DesMptiolL -..1-. . ..l R.%.l -. 1=1
ru_mi&r
.
{
lam lUrQlblebody .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . !3,6
so65a DirLgiblelorferbod .. . . . . . . . .
!za15a -.---g---------$=-’=-” $ ~~ 3
10R53 Did Ianppes
ml
l!ml Imllglel
anml %1 271 NO
am5 [. . ...ao..-.............-...[ ‘@h&$9P4 of fabrim om
I y@lperbiy_...._.. ~A6 I &s_ t y
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
I. . . ..go . . ..- . . . . . ..--. _.._-.. Nu
&=M%&
I
al%
%?.et
%67
2;
2.(M
Imat%ob
0.6
::
.26
N&t?
None.
)arJ
I%&.
METHODS OF EXPOSURE AND PERMEABILITYTEST&
By Jumus DAYIDEmims, AmistsntOhamiat.
(a) Mdhds expoewe.-!l!he effeotof exposure to weather (sun
and rain), the g ect of eqmsure to heat alone, aud the effect of ex-
posure to ultra-violet light are being studied. The &eat of weather
and heat will be reported at this time; the work on the eflect of the
459
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ultra-violet light has not yet progre&6d far enough for definite
%
re ort.
or exposure to the weather, sam ks of the fabric 5 yards long
were mmmted on wooden frames. & e frames were placed running
east and west, so that the fabric had a southern exposure, with a
slope of about 10 degrees, which allowed rain to dram off quickly.
A good idea of the weathar conditions existing during the period of
exposure can be obtained from the weather records taken at the
American Univemity WaAington, D. C., and which the U. S.
Weather Bureau has kdly furnished. These data are summarized
in Table 2, and the number for each period will be used later in
referrin to this table for weather conditions. The bdlonet and diri-
%gible fa rics were exposed over different 30 and 60 day
P
“ode; the
?
eriods for the ballonet fabrics are numbered 5 and 8 w e the same
en th eriods for the dirigible fabrio are numbered 2 and 4.
&t e eat exposure wss made in electric ovens maintained at a
temperature of 70° centigrade. The air in the ovens was kept in cir-
culation by a fan, and it was ossible to maintain the tsmparature
approximately constant and k e same within a few degrees in all
parta of the oven occupied b the samples. The ovens had ventilat-
1mg ports open to the air in t e room; no. attempt wae made to regu-
late the humidity of the air in the oven. That the conditions in the
oven wme not strictl uniform, was shown by the uneven appearance
1?and stiihess of the abrica after seversl weeks’ heating.
!l!mm 2.—Weather ditiadbsendoru made at the American Um”ocraity, Tad.
ington, D. C!.
+ ““”---
ToW Prec@ItatlorL
radiation
Avoraga
Period. %&j ~
mmn
per * Da on t.em-
T“ Sqqmwm ~ ~~~ w&u perhtara
met8r.
(2 July17-Aug.16 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
I/
L3,684
z !20,636 :%
14
3 July17-Aug. Sl . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4 July17-&I L14 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
E:
July17-0$.14 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
:, g
c
%
;;~ .
74.0
6 Aug.16-Se t.16 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
?
4!4 6s.Q
Aog.16-Oo .15. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . % 19:636 k:
m.o
6 Aw.16-Au.81 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . lu
q
7,0s3
64.0
.24 76.0
(b] X&hod of det+wminingperm=abilitj.-!lhe apparatus designed
at the Bureau of Standarda for determining the permeability of
%fabrim to hydro en consists of a ceU divided y the fabric into two
gas chambem. &oneof thesechambersisrnaintained an atmosphere
of hydro en and through the other chamber a slow current of air is
passed. % e h@rogen diflusing through the fabrio is carried by the
stream of air mto a as interferometer where the ercentage of
f Jhydrogen in the ah is etarmined b an optical meth . From this
rpercentage and the total volume o air, w determined by a meter,
the rate of passage of the hychogen throu h the fabric is com uted.
% I!This method is the same as that used y Anericsm and ~n lish
%raanufscturem for &ting purposes axcejst that the h drogen is are
$detamined by means of an interferometer instead of y combustion
with subsequent weighing as W&tf31’.
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The permeability cell is immersed in a constanttemperature water
bath in order to keep the
Y!
erature of the fabric dur@ test at the
standard temp=&tUrOof 26° “. The pressure of hydrogen is 30 mm.
of water above atmosphericmssure. The resultsaq calculatedin
7liters(at 0° C. and 760 mm. of dry hydrogen diffusing per square
meter off abric per 24 hours.
The standard tempera~e o{ teat abroad is a proximately 15° C.
~atthepermeability
2E::?3”z$EY:z%t”YL?$Ytitiy 65 /acellt of
the permeability at 26° C.; this hohis o y for fabrics o nmderati
permeability,i.e., 10 to 20 liters. The rate of chmge of pernyabilitlit
with change of temperature for a number of fabrics, for
%%domestic, IS shown m Figure 1. Fabric No. 10568 w= a ch
fabric; the others were manufactured recently in thi9 coun@g.
(c] &2.ct of uieatkiTK3 m pmneabi@l.-Mer the
‘%s
Osllre tests
had roceeded for a number of weeks it was observed
f
t the ey
mea ility of several stun 1ss had decreased considerable .
{ J
+hle
decresse was accompanied y au increase in the herdn= an brittle-
neasof the = fh which rendered it particularly susceptl~le to crack-
%ing. In or er to detect this brittkmess, which is an obvious sign of
&t&oration, a mkhod of wrinkbg before testing was devised.
The fabrio was attached to two parahl clamps and wrinkled by
drawing over a metid edge at an angle of 90 degrees, ten times under
a tension of 179 grems per centimeti (1 pound ~er linear inch).
This wrWding wcs without affect on the permeabdity of a sound
fabric but was useful in det.mting auy hardening of the gas ti
(the ges tight rubber coating) where deterioration had commenced.
AH teat pieces which were tied before testing me designated in
the foIlowing tablea by the letter “w.”
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Five samples of dirigible fabric and three samples of bdlonet
fabric were tested in one sties, for which results are @en as typical
of those being secured in this work. The dirigible fabrlm were rubber-
ized on the inside, outside, and between the~lies. the ballonet f abrios
were ody rubberized between the plies mth de exce tion of No.
1.22796 which wss a single-pl fabrio. Although the ba onet fabrics
ime not exposed to the west er under sertioe conditions, they were
exp~ad in these teste to determine the eilect of weathering on the
gssml.
The rmdts of the armeability tssts after different periods of
exposure Fe given in + able 3. It seems apparent from these data
that the
Sti% observations have &en made by other investigators.I
g of the fabric usuall restii in a decrease in permeabil-
d
it .
e ~rmeability after re its lowest value rises rapidly again
partJcuIarlyif the fabrio is d, and this point marks the end o~
the period of usefuln= of the fabric as a gm oontainer.
Examination of the exposed fabrio frequently showed a marked
incresse in stiiTneMeven to the oint of brittleness. Fabrica 22151
and 22152 for example showed &e“ vary markedly after thirty da .
TOther evidenaes of weathering noted on dillerent fabriaa were t e
disap earanae of the outside rubber W-us, bleaching of the fabrio
Eor ru ber compounds, se~sration of outer fabric from the gas fihn,
failure of seams on the bias fabrio.
‘lhmm8.—Efect of expoeureto wcuthuon pemuubi7tly.
I mmnbflIty of fabric!at w a.(k, pereqlluramw perMhem).
N8m
100&a
Ilxma
!aml
Za16z
W51
!m60
82765
DMgible Wily . . . . . . . 17.1 7.6
Dhfgibleio wazlnnly.18.6 17.6
Dirigible Upw bO@y. 10.7 14.4
. . . ..do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . IS.8 !26.7
Dlri@ble ti bdy. l&8 2:
Boiiorw.t. . . . . . . . . . . . . mo . . . . . . . . .
. . . . .do. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . W6 . . . . . . . . .
. . . ..do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17.4 . . . . . . . . .
lg.p
lLO 16,SW . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...<.
a 6W
%#& ~:; . ..”-”...”. . ..”..”””. “.-.. --.”-.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
~cOO.ow ‘ ..”. ,,--
.......... .......... ........... al
m.y
.......... .......... ...........
9. Ow
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 146 1
s NoTE.-WheIW tWOvohzm are @On in tho tabIe it indicOtWthOttWOtd @WS wOMmn.
From the standpoint of permeability the five dirigible fabriea
may be ranked in the foIlowmg order: 10653, 10652, 10650, 22151
22152. At the end of 90 days fabric No. 10653 was still in good
condition; No. 10652, although of the same cam asition, wss of
Eli hter weight and showed signs of de~oration at t e 90-day period.
&brio No. 10650 began to show excessive leakage after wrinkling
at the end of 45 days. Fabrica Nos. 22151 and 22152 failed oom-
pletdy under the same conditions within 30 days.
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d. Efec# of expmure to hed m prmeubi%ity.-The redts obtained
after heating in an electric oven at 70” C. are given in Table 4. The
results after 60 da .‘. heating show no great differences in perme-
abilityof thefiveL “blefabriw and are thereforewithoutvalue
ss a criterion of the aging pro rties of these materisle; indeed
they are rdeading. rFor exam e, fabrica !22161 and 22152, which
gave evidence of rapid deterioration t-d+ onIy one wc+’~~~
to the weather, were pliable and ~ractlcaIIy as gas
Y
. .
0 ?material even after 60 days heating, whereas fa rice 10652
an 10653 were very stiff after 60 days’ heating but still showed no
exwssive leakage. These Whrences were noticed on all teet piwea
end could not be attributed to unequal heating.
TABLE4.—Effxt of apure to hed on permdility.
I PermeabtIity of Zakio at 26” c. (II*,uer sauaru m4t9r = 24hmuzh
ENnhJo
.-
D-?scdptioLL
R=
-1Kml D~bb W . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..- . . . . . .._--. ~;g ~g~:Pzsi::::::::::::::x:-- g~~ “Dk#pGw-.-:::::::::::::::::U—U-- g;. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Z160 . . . ..& . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .._22iP5 . . . ..ti . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ----------------- E: 16.9 Ia IwlL9 &TVla6 Ia. sw11.o IzawI&s IAg9.6 lzswk-: 16.lW
oildays
atiwc.
The permeability test after heati appears h be without value
as a means of judging fabrics. from d% erent manufacturers; it may
be positivel mjsIea@g. Tlus test may find some-use, however, in
1camparing abn- having rubber compounds of sumlar composition.
The deterioration after heating is in som~ cases not as severe as aftar
e
T %
ure in summer weather in Wss on for a sin+r period,
an it appeam certain that the dhot o ‘ght in the
F
of the
~b~o can not be neglected. Any accderatedtestehd make use
F
t esone ofthedetimiorat~elements.
e -eaterpart of the work rnvolved in exposin the samples
and %the permeability teets was performed by -. P. G.
Ledig, L Moore, and l?. A. Smith, to whom credit shouId be
given for the e%icient performance of these teats.
CHEMICALTESTSOF BALLOON FABIUCS.
By J.B.l%mm, kawiateChemist.
Rubber both orudeand vulcanized,isinsahddem acetone.AU
cruderubkercontains,howeveq more or 1sssof othersubstances,
calIedresins,which aresolublem acetone. liIaIIof&e high- ade
?rubbers this amount is smalI, usually tim 3 to 4 per cent o the
total. When rubber breaks down throu@ aging, oxidation, etc.,
the decomposition products are sohdie in acetone. We may ther-
eforelook upon this test as one indication of the life of rubber ods;
Pa slight increase in acetone extract from time to time woul show
normal
T
. g, while a m id rncreass would indicate that the life
Aof therub rwaspractic yataneud.
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The method employed at the Bureau of Standards for making ex-
tractions with acetone, is as follows:
Place a 2-gram sample in an acetone-extracted S. & S. paper thim-
ble and extract continuously with acetone for eight hours, unless the
r I I r K r 1 I I I 1 t I I
Rf .% ~FK)SURE TO MA”THE’f?
solution in the thimble is still colored at the md of that tium, when
the extraction shall proceed the next day for a further period of four
hours. Transfer the extract to a tared 100 or 150 c. c. Erlemneyer
&k, using chloroform or benzene for dissolving any material wluch
may have separated from the solvent during the course of the ex-
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traction.Driveoffthesolventsataslow a temperatureaspossible,
.
7
a gentlecurrentofair. @re must be taken to avoid aIIowin
fthe sks to stand on the steam bath after the sobent is remove .,
and while the air is stilI assing thm
B T
it, since ap reoiable quant~-
ties of frea sulphur may e lost by so oing. Dry #e fksk and con-
tents in an air bath at 90” to 95° C., 0001 and weigh. C?aloulatethe
results to percentage.
T!he aoetone extract thus determined always contains the free or
uncombined suIphur. The amount of this sulphnr is determined,
and the ro~er correction made.
f
The method for determining the
free Slllp Urls as foIIows:
Add to the flask containing the acetone extract 50 to 600. c. of
distilIed water and 2 or 3 c. c. of bromine. Heat gently on the steam
bath urdd the solution is praoticall colorless and filter into a 250
Jo. c. beaker. Cover the beaker wi a watch ass, heat to boiling
fon the steam bath, add 10 c. c. of 10 per cent arium &loride solu-
tion, and allow the precipitate to stand overnight. The next day
flter the precipitate on n-cm. 590 S. & S. fir paper. Ignite in a
~all porcelain oruc]lle, using a smd Bunsen flame and not allow-
Y
the paper b infkme; cod and T@@, Calcdta the barium
su phate to SUIhur by means of the factor 0.1372, and calcukte the
zpercentage of ee ml hur.
%The zunount of sulp ur thus determined is deducted from the total
amount of the acetone extract and the Merence is nsually reported
as ‘racetone extracti-correcte~.”
F- 2 gives a comparison of the rate of change in acetone ex-
tract of the various fabrim when exposed ta the weather, and figure
291m0-s. Dec.m 65-2-80
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3 givesthesame comparisonwhen thefabricsareheatedinthedark.
The weatherexposuretestcloselyapproximates.sarviceconditions
and we may thereforelooku n thecurvessho
!? T
therataofde-
teriorationas an indicationo the relativelifeoft e fabrics.This
hasbeenconfirmedby actuilexperience.It will be noted, however
m compa*
Y
re 2 with @ure 8 that the curves are not identicaj
for the various abrics. In the dry-heat test the most rapid change
occurred in fabriw which withstood the weather exposure tie best.
It is obvious from this that the
9
heat, or oven test, does not give
an accurate data aa tithe pmbab e life of balloon fabtica.
h em is still a ossibility that when exposed to the weather, rub-
{berized balloon fa rics may decompose to such an extent as to lose
their valuable propertiw (impermeability, strength, etc.) without the
decomposition products bein soluble in acetme. This, however, is
$an extremely remote possib” ty, and we ma say, in general, that a
zslow rate of change in the acetone extract in ‘cates a long life, and a
rapid change indicates a short life.
PHYSICALTESTSOF BALLOONFABRI@.
By E.D.WUEN, hddant Physicist.
In thestudyofthedeterio~tionofbd.loonfabriwitisofim or-
Ltanceto conadar the change m the hysical properties upon w .ch
%sde ends the life of a balloon as regy lts remstsnce to stresses.
! he conventional ballWn fabric B made up of two cotton fabrics
or plies, termed” raw fabrm, “ cemented together by a film of rubber
compound called the ‘~gas film.” The function of the raw fabric is
to resist stresses and to protect the gas film from exposure to abra-
sion and weather.
One raw fabric the “bias,” hq its systi~ of yarns, warp and
*, at 45° to tLe w
s
and filhngj respectively, of the other raw
fabric, termed the ~’p el” fabric.
It has been mamtained that the tearing resistance of a balloon
fabrio made of ~ pr@l~ and bias ply@ gmatir, and that there is a
more equable d@mbution of stresses m the s terns of yarns than
rwith one which is made cd two #m ham t e systems paralkl b
eachother.
Rubber is sometimes placed on e~h side of the plied material to-
protect the raw fabrk from acida wkch might form on the inside of
the balloon, and from weather con~tions, when the outside of the
gas bag is not protected by an extior protective coating.
MEPHODSOF TESTING.
Tlmsmmrrr PRoPlm’rms.—The tensibiity properties maybe best
expressed in the form of a load-stretch di wam wl+ch is a graphical
%representation. of the mapner. in wluch t e f abmc stretches when
tension u apphed m the.chr~tion of one of the systems of yarns.
The curvm were obtained m the follo~ manner:
Sa.pples 2.5 canthnetm (.985 inches) ~de and 18 centinmters
(?.1 inches) long were cut out of the fabric ~neach of the four dircc-
tlona of the s@mns of yarns and laced m the clamps of a cup-
clventionsltestingmachineof thein nationbalancetype..The chs-
tancebetween the clamps was 10 centimeters(3.9inches).The
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fabricwas thenstretchedattherateof13centimei%s(5.1inches) per
minute, and the load -(or resist+ce of the fabric to being stretched)
‘%v#wy$&phcm$”%-’ ‘he ‘“e’&was use m order t at the rawika might be reason-
ably free from any inertia tiecti existing in this t e of testing
machine while in operation. ?It WaSJobserved that t e variation in
the breahg load of the fabric was very small when the material
Wastl?stedatthiss
r
d, and that jhq breaking loads qr .tinsile
strengths “ven on e
fthe indivi ual t=ts. Z’EolZe;501!gW2mYG%ZZ
]sss than the breaking 10ad.
The autograpbio device used consists of a light drum and an inter-
mittent pen moving aIong the axis of the drum. we drum is oper-
ated by the motion of the balance arm of the tes
Y
machine and
the en by that of the pulling cIamp. The correction or the motion
Eof t e clsmp attaohed to the bakme arm was made by the use of
skew coordinate payer having a rakmnce line which subtracted
gmphicdly the mot~on of this oknp. These correction values are
s
roportional ta the loads and weiw obtained by calibration. The
ots reduced by the intermittent pen were then connected by
&solid es.
The stretch ma be read at any load, either in cxmtimetemor p-
zcentage, diredly om the graphs:
E3uEsaG TEsT.-In the bursting test the materhd was subjected
to uniformly distributed pressure in the following manner:
Sam les were damped in a circulsr container of 21.6 centimeters
(8* im&es) diameter so arranged that the fabrio could be subjected
to air pressure on the inside and would be free to deflect by retw+m
of** action of the pressure. The inside edge of the champ%
Ynext the fabric was chamfered w a radius of 3S millimeters (~ mch
to revent cutting of the rnaterkd at the ring.
L fabrio container was connected to an air reservoir in which
wss maintained a pressure of 150 pounds ~r square inch (10.6 kg.
per sq. cm.). A valve in the conneo~ L e wss opened a very
small and like extent for each test. ThM appeared to be the most
feasible method of controlling the time element, since, es has been
shown, if a fabric is stressed at very slow rates it makee little d&r-
ence whether the fabric is stressedsinequal incremen~ of }oad or in
equal increments of stretch. In tlus method of applying mr pressure
there is Iittie flow and consequently the pressure maybe considered
as being
%
uaUy distributed. The ti pressure under the deflected
fabric was mm autographically against the deflection of the center
point of the fabrio by means of an ordinary steam indicator.
The co?@r of the inflated fabric at seved sections perpen-dculti~
tatheo
e
plane of the fabrio was determined by memurmg
Vertical placement of small rods held at known and oonstant
dietences on centers. Displacement were measured to the nearest
hundredth of an inch at points distributed over the surface of the
fabric.
The results obtained with this improvised ap aratus were such as
to warrant the construction of a similar 8 ough more refined
apparatus.
.
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‘hJAMFW REsrsTANoE.-hsmuch as thisdiscussionhas to do
withthedeteriorationfballoonfabricawhosepliesareofpractically
theyune construction,itE reasonabletoassqmet+atthechangein
temmg res~$mce may bq deduced frop a consideration of the change
in the larmbdit~ pro ertms, keeping m mind that the tearing rcsiat+
fante is a function o the strength of the individual yarns and the
number b -
%
stressed.
WEIGHT.— e weightwas determined by weighing four samples
of 4 square inches (25.8 sq. cm.) taken from various places in the
fabric.
VALUEOF TESTS.
TENSIBImY.-ti manywtances in the determinationof the
deteriorationfballoonfabricsthe tensilestrengthdoesnotch e
materially,altho Yh a changeoccursinthe eneralshapeoftheloa -
stretchchagram.% 3othercaseaitisdiftlcttodetmmine theexact
pointofruptureofone raw fabric,sinceafter
T
osuresome fabrics
h
ap eartogiveway slowlywhilebeingsc ported ~ therubbhrfilm.
e tensibditycurvesshow
F
daphic y what ISaqtuallytaking
p~aca in .~e raw fabricswhen ~ ey arestressedand,m some cases,
thecondtlon of the rubber film m lti relation to the properties of the
fabric.
BuBsmm.-~t is vw difhlt to visualize the resultant effect of
a difference in the tembility properties d&mnin@ in the direction
of the systems of arm when these yarns are actm in conjunction
with each other. 5 5or tlus reason it was thought a visable to sub-
ject the fabric to upifoqaly distributed pressure to show more readily
the resultant detenoratioq of the rnatemal.
Wmmrr.—The change m w ht of an exposed balloon fabric is
t%
Ya t to lead ti conclusions whit are not correct, since the stato of
e rubber films ma influence th~ moisture content of the fabric and
Lthere may be solub substances m the rubber compound which may
be washed out.
I@ms OFExmsmm.-The samples were exposed to weather and
oven conditions as outlined in part 2. The same tests were applied
to all samples.
RESULTS OF TESTS.
The sensibilityroperties are shown in the load stretch dlagrwma
?figure9 5 to 12, mc usme~
The raphs, figure 4, show the relations between the air pressure
iand de eotion of the c~ter point of the fabric when the material is
subjected to the bursting test, and the system of yarns which gave
way first.
~InssMuobu th9aractddgnation of the 89St@Illof yams h8s110iIMIfnSm the UWUMofthhm,
tio~atiflmoftbm fa-~~re-, buttimwkmd tlraadatxamthooama
name thrmgkmt.
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Table 5 gives the maximum values of deflection and pressure
obtainsd from the bursting test.
Table 6 gives the approximate calculated tsnsion in the material
at the time of bursting.
TABLB5.—D&@WefhbIit.
~Mh No . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..- . . . . ---- l“~lmm
Dogs oxpamro.
“- RI.P. D. S. P. D. B.o. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.7 F. B. 30 1.6 W.8.E%:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: . . . . . . . 1.7 F.B. . . . . .. . . ..~g .W.K.M . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1.6 F. B. e 1.1 w: 8.63. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ------------ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .w . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ls L 2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
UPPEE BODY.
Fabric No . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . lmss m51 lMSI
Exprmre.
t - t
P. D. 8. P. D. a P. D. s.
—.
o. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 98 1.6 W. B. 29 1.6 w. s.15.... ...... .. ..... . .. .. .. .. 26 1.8 W.B. 12
80
1.4 w. 8. . . . . .. . . . . .. . .;:.:.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26 L 8 W.B. ;: 1.1 w. s.
!a5
#::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 26
L 8 W. B. .a w.s. V L7 w: P:
m
1.8 W. B. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
26 1.e W. B.
L6 w. P.
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16 1.s w. P.
BALLONE’I’.
FalmIoNo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . !aa160 DM51
ErPosuro.
1
P. D. s. P. D. s. F. D. 0.
0. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16 1.6 F. B. 10 Lb w. 16 L 5 w. r.
i! .-.. -. . ..--. ---”. ”--.. ”---- ..-ii--- ““..ci. “w.-F.- -.”.xf ...”Li- “..W:.. .“”i~.- ...”i~i. ‘w.-P.”. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
..”-”” ”.---.-----”.--”.””-- “- ‘i~~ ““.”iX- :::::::: .“”.ii- --- “i;~ :::::::: - ‘- .ai- ‘.--i~i- ::::::::% . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Kl. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ---- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
TABLE 6.—Di@riMG @ric.
[T-b. kaslon per inch of width; Tin-Kg. tonslonpor 2.6om. ofwidth.I
LOWER BODY.
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DISCTJSSION OF THE 3ESULTS OF THE TESTS.
TmsiMlity.-It will be noted that sane of the ourves of the load-
stretch & ams are not continuous, but have an abrupt
Teating the reakin~ of the systems of yarns being tea
folIowed by a strmght line which terminates at another point of
abrupt ohange. The balanoe arm of the tdng machine is held at
the position of the maximum load, between the two
E
ints of abrupt
change, and hence do- not show the mariner in w .oh the biased
systems of yams adjust themselves. The true shape of the ourve
is shown in diagram (C) figure 12. Points A and B m alIother dia-
grams are oonneoted with a straight line. The part of the ourve
above the point A has no value exoept for oheoking the stre h of
9the ply cemented to and lying at 45” with the system’of yarns eing
tested. I?or this reason only the part of the ourve below the point
A will be dieoussed.
The lower part of the Ioad+tretoh disgram of !.he.rawfabrio up to
about 6
%
.-isvery nearly a straight line, and b
“F
at this point
and exten to about 10 kg. there is a rayld c m the rate of
curvature; beyond the termination of tins part o the curve the
sfret~ diagram or tansibtitymwve may be spoken of ss oonsistii
ohm e in the rate of ourvature is agein vary small. Thus, a load-
of three seotions to qe kno.~ as 1, 2, aud 31 respeotiveIy.
The shape of seotion 1 ISmfhmnoed dnmst entirely by the fabric
charaoteristicq, ud is a function of the dhmeter and number of
yarnE, the rawstauce of the yams to bending, and the relation of the
one system of yarns to the other. The At of thage rations,
-.
.
..—
.
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oommonl termed “crimp,” may be expressed as the iucmascd
1
Y
h o?the yarns due to interlacing .
%t the end of seotion 1, the crimp as been taken out to such an
amount that the characteristic of the yarn has begun to redoroinate,
%and there is at the end of section 2 an adjustment of t e fabric.
iThe sha e of section 3 ia influenced by t e ysrn characteristic in ita
$oonstraine position. If the orimp is very small in one direction,
this portion of the ourve will be parallel to the load+tretch diagram
of an equalnumber of unwoven y-l and there is a ihvergenco
from the diagram of the yarns se the crnnp of the fabric is increasad.
Hence it is ossible to as9ign reasons for the ohange in the sections
1as cumpare with the diagram of the fabric before exposure.
If, as cited below, there is a radical
9
e or reversal in the curva-
ture of section 1, and a slight change iR t e other sectio~{ or more
particnhmlyin seotion 3, the cause mustlie in oertrunconstraining forces
which are not existent in the raw fabric. This condition is shown
in the 60 days’ exposure curve of fabric 10651. In this caee the
rubbw film wss found to be oracked at the reversal of the curvature
of the lower portion of the curve, and it is logical to assume that the
constraint was due to stiih+ing of the rubber.
Sometimes there is a m
T% %
of the three sections, as in the “ . a%
of the 30days exposure o fa ric 1065L It is probable that
caused b constnuning forcaa of the same nature as those just referred
dto, whi persist throughout the entire low% portion of the curve,
unaccompanied by any noticeable deterioration of the raw fabric.
A comlderation of the load@retch diagrams of the w
7
parallel
of fabric 22151 and 22162 and the warp and filling of 221 0 and of
fabrio 22795 before and after exposure, would appear tu demonstrate
that the deteriorations of the raw fabric were made evident-only by
the deorease in the tensile strength, aims no change is evident in
sha e of the curves.
? here me four
T
of deterioration which might exist in the
balloon fabric and w “ch may appear ig the load@retch diagram:
1. One pl deteriorating.
{2. Two p ea deteriorating.
3. The rubber* deteriorating to such an extent that iti stretch
fails to follow that of the fabric.
4. Combinations of three with either one or two.
Deterioration of one ply is shown in the curves of fabric 22160,
30 da exposqre, where the bias ply h- lost considerable strength
zand e arallel fabric has remained constant. In every case an un-
$proteote ply which has been e. osed to the weather aud directly
3to the sun has deteriorated ra i .
The condition of the two {i
L
es eteriorsting without an apparent
deterioration of the rubber was not observed in these experi-
mental fabrics.
An instance of two plies deteriora “ acoompauied by a discernible
3deterioration of the rubber film is own in the curves of fabrim
22151 end of 22152. k the bias curve of these fabrics, it is difficult
to determine the breaking point of the s@wn of yarns heiug tested,
since there a pears to be an incipient br- down of this s@an
of almsat
h
$ e lower
r
rtion of the load ap hcation.
e deterioration o the rubber film as_d!ls cussed in this portion
l of the paper has bearing on the permeabtity only iu so far as
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chmge in tie lower portion of the load-stret~ diagram may be
taken as an index of the state of the film ss regards its abili~ to
ran.ain intact up to the breabg point of the fabric.
BUESmNQwm.-!l?he determination of the contour surface of the
fabric at the time of. the bursting leads to the conclusion that any
vertical section taken through the center point conforms v
%
nedy
to an arc of a circle, or that the curvature of the surface is e same
throughout.. @ some instances slight deviations *m this, condi-
tion were noted.
The tension m the fabric ma be approximate calculated by the
use of the simple formula for t% Je tension in a ho ow sphere of thin ~
W* which is subjectedtouniformlydistributedpwsure from the
inside.
~_P.B
2
When T=tension in pounds per linear inch.
R =radius of curvature in inches.
P ==pressureh pounds per square inch.
The bursting t-b show that there - three genma~ cases to
be considered.
1: A decrease in the tausion of the fabric at the time of burstin
d
Y
fthe edy part of the exposure followed by a condition o
equdi rium which maybe caused by the follow@g conditions:
(u) One ply deteriorating-and the other mnammg constan~
(b) Both plies deteriora
Y
very rapidl at first, followed by a
{~d..b~~~fix which may e due to t e chmged condition of
2. A stead ~ecresse which is probably caused by a deterioration
{of the entire e.llocmfabric. This is robably the rsmdt of the libera-
&tion of a frea acid from the rubber .
3. No ap arent ch~ in tension.
d!The con tion of l-a mshown in the burs . tests of fabric 10650,
?which a pamntl has lost considerable of its - eat the end of 45 days,
&rand at e end o 90 days is somewhat better. In this case it is prob-
able that the condition of the rubber film is playing an important
part in the increase in strength.
Fabric 22151.is a case of l-b in
rapidly decre
7
up to 30 days, whiIe
be aa increase. om the load-streti
quite evident that the condition of the
strength of the matial.
A steady decrease of tension of the fabric, as noted in case 2, is
clearly shown in the fabric 22152.
The condition of 3 is shown in the fabric 10652, which is not sufb
Q from osure to the weather and is apparsntly growing better
With age. % this case it is probable that the rubber fdm is increasing
the strength.
smwY.
From a study of the results obtained on fabrim T dtoweatherconditions,giveninthebody ofthisreport,itwill e seenthatthe
ch~es in VSk-S obtained m testing VW in
meabdity, acetone extract, bursting strength,
the same way inper-
and the curvature of
r
.
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the temibility curves. Thus, the smalbt oh m occur in those
3fabrica which in actual service show the Io est “ e, and the eatast
Yoh es in those which show the most rapi deterioration.
Y
R
there ore look upon an or all of these task as reliable indicati~;%%
Jthe changes which wo d take place under service conditions.
The results after exposure to dry heat fail to show any great differ-
enow between the various fabrica although as stated above, we know
that in actual service these differences exist. The curves plotted
from these radta do not correspond to the tests obtained on samples
exposed to the weathar. From this it is obvious that the dry heat
test is of littIe or no value as a means of predicting the life of balloon
fabrica It is posaib~ethat the introduction of mo~ture in these tests
would so
3
e conditions as to fiord a means of detmninhg the
rekdive life of e fabrics. Experiments alo
*
this line are now under
consideration and the results will be reports at some future data.
There still remains the ossibility that artdkial Ii ht, containing a
large permntsge of the J t%tia-violet rays, either wi d mmples or
7where an excess moisture condition is maintained, wil give rcs.ulta
alosely ap roximating weather conditions. If this rovas to be true
{ fit is proba le that this test will be of considerable va W, since it wotid
make possible the obtaining of results in a much ehorhr time than
at premnk
